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Agile XP User journey
Learn about yourself to make good career moves, in 15 minutes a day
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Inside Agile XP Screen Peek: Which Agilities would you use? 
Answer, then see examples of how each Agility could apply.

“Encouraged a deeper level thinking about 
how we apply agilities in our own lives daily.”

“I liked how the example included HOW each 
of the agilities approaches the problem 
differently and I always appreciate when an 
activity is highly interactive.“

“I like the explanation of each agility engaged 
different learning abilities, ie., hearing and 
visual. The examples helped to think of the 
agilities in a 3 dimensional way and then 
applying them to my situation helped me to 
own how to use them.”



Inside Agile XP Screen Peek: 
Use the Career Explorer Tools to compare careers. 

“Exposed me to amazing tools where I can investigate more occupations! 
I would have never known about this otherwise.”

“Having the opportunity to analyze and compare was great! I felt it was a little too much 
information but the feeling of knowing that those resources are out there is great!”

”I felt like it was eye opening information. Definitely made me broaden my perspective.”



Inside Agile XP Screen Peek: Explore your mindset through stories.

“I liked today’s activity because of the self reflection. I think everyone can 
see the story someplace within their lives.”

“I really liked how we were able to relate a story to our real lives!”

“Until NOW, I had never correlated a Growth Mindset with me 
learning AutoCAD. I am viewing things a little differently now.”



Inside Agile XP Screen Peek: Assess your network.
Learn to build your network in three important ways.

“I really liked the breakdown of what 
networking is. I also really liked how the 
different steps in networking are. It is a huge 
step in career success and I’m exited to learn 
more!”

“This task got me thinking about how 
important it is to make connections/ meet 
people that support my career path.”



Inside Agile XP Screen Peek: See more ways to get to your future!
This week is packed with experiences to help you see more solutions.
“All the tools are literally at your fingertips! from details different categories of job 
occupations also numbers and this don’t lie. everting is just right here. awesome the 
experience is excellent! wish i had the opportunity to do this in high school!!” 

“These myths are things that I thought to be facts and I love hearing how they’re busted”



Inside Agile XP Screen Peek: Explore Internal and External Obstacles
Complete the Overcoming Obstacles Worksheet.

“I liked how today’s task helped my 
tackle my current obstacle and actually 
evaluate my plan."

“I Really Enjoyed the story and seeing 
planning through someone else’s 
perspective.”

“I liked the example of a really tough 
situation and the growth mindset that 
was still exemplified. It was inspiring.”
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